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When The Planet magazine began 35 years ago, the editors pieced it together using
typewritten scraps ofpaper and tape. In my two years working for The Planet, I had
never read those first issues until I sat down with founding editor Brian Blix.
The Planet has evolved a lot since the cut-and-tape days. Today, we use computers to create
our layout. Instead of an 8-page monthly publication, we release a 32-page quarterly
magazine. Since The Planet was first published, the environmental movement has
experienced massive changes: the Environmental Protection Agency Superfund Program
was established, arctic ice levels reached all-time lows, and over 300,000 people marched
in New York City to advocate for global political action against climate change.
Through these changes, our mission rings as true as it did three and a half decades
ago: to advocate for the environment through responsible journalism.
In this issue, we searched through our archives and revisited old stories to see
how they have developed since we last wrote about them. We examined how one
Ferndale aluminum plant has evolved in the last few decades, and we imagined how
an emerging field of science might shed light on the geological past. We reflected
on our history and heard stories from our alumni. We looked at how decades-old
problems still affect us today and how new solutions provide hope for the future.
However, this is more than just a collection of stories. This issue is an ode to the
magazine that has shaped our lives. It is our homage to the countless editors,
writers and readers who have made The Planet what it is today. So, dear reader,
consider this a thank you for letting us share our passion with you.
Here’s to another 35 years.

Beth Carlson
Editor-in-Chief
CORRECTIONS: In. the Fall 2014 Salish Sea issue, the article “Signaled Out” contained errors. The 3-year-oid area

The Planet Magazine
c/o Huxley College
Western Washington
University
516 High Street, CF 220
Bellingham, WA 98225
Telephone (360) 650-3543
planet@wwu.edu
WWW. theplanetmagazine. net

Sooke most iikeiy died due to blunt, not acute, head trauma. The article also contained two contextual errors
regarding the cause of area popuiation decline. These errors have been corrected in the digital version of the
issue, located on our website.
Visit www.theplanetmagazine.net/issues to see the full correction.

THE PLANET MAGAZINE is the quarterly student publication of Western Washington University’s Huxley
College of the Environment. We are dedicated to environmental advocacy through responsible journalism.
This issue of The Planet is printed on Mohawk Via uncoated bright white paper. It is made from 30% recycled
content. Mohawk is a certified Women Owned Business Enterprise and is the first U.S. paper mill to offset ioo%
of its electricity with wind power renewable energy credits. It is also the first U.S. premium paper mill to shift
toward carbon neutral production. Basically, they’re environmental superheroes. We are proud to support them.
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ON THE COVER
It was early afternoon when we pulled up to the grizzly bear enclosure at The Olympic Game Farm. I pulled out my
camera and pushed my body as for out of the cor window as t could. At times t was only a meter away from the bear.
I never felt threatened. I remember this bear specifically because of his strikingly deep brown coat and leader-like
demeanor. When I was taking this photo 2 meters away from him, I wasn’t thinking about the camera between us but
just how odd it felt to be so close to a big creature, intently staring at me.

- Katie Sawyer
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SINCE 1975, grizzly bears have been listed
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as threatened under the federal Endangered
Species Act. Efforts to restore the population
in the North Cascades of Washington state
have been underway since the first approved
Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan of 1982. The plan
allows for population recovery to occur in the
North Cascades.
The once-thriving North Cascades popula
tion of grizzly bears is now close to local extinction — between five and 20 bears remain, said
Joe Scott, international conservation director
at Conservation Northwest.
“There were an estimated 50,000 to
100,000 grizzly bears living in the western
United States,” Scott said.
According to the Grizzly Bear Recovery
Plan, the decline was most likely due to ex-

GRIZZLY BEARS IS NOW CLOSE TO LOCAL EXTINCTION.

cessive hunting for fur and the rapid rate of

I
TI

THE ONCE-THRIVING NORTH CASCADES POPULATION OF

urban and suburban intrusion into grizzly bear

79 percent of people supporting grizzly bear

reclusive unless they become startled or threat

I

in the continental U.S., the North Cascades
ecosystem is among the largest, encompass
ing 24,800 square kilometers. The Baker River
Valley, Cascade River Valley, the North Fork
Nooksack River Valley and Barnaby Slough
in the Skagit River Valley are four proposed
grizzly bear habitats.
The initial results from a baseline survey

recovery.
The surveyed residents were most con
cerned with losses of livestock and imposed
limitations for campsites due to grizzly bears.
Hikers in the northwest may have some
concerns about grizzly bear recovery.
They’ll have nothing to fear, Scott said.
Although, they must be aware of their sur
roundings, make noise and keep a clean site.
“In areas where there are hundreds of

ened, said Jim Davis, former co-director of the
Grizzly Bear Outreach Project.
The most likely time you would encounter

conducted on grizzly bear reintroduction

bears, on the hierarchy of what is going to kill

showed that 76 percent of Whatcom and Skagit
residents supported the recovery while 10
percent strongly opposed it. One year later, the
follow-up survey results showed an increase to

you, grizzly bears would be on the bottom of

habitats in the mid-1800s.
Of six total grizzly bear recovery zones

the list,” Scott said.
Grizzly bears are often portrayed as vo
racious predators, but in reality they are very

a bear and find yourself in danger is if you were
to come across a mother and her cub or if you
surprise a bear, Davis said.
Hunters also have a responsibility when
they encounter a grizzly bear.
Mistaken identity between black bears
and grizzly bears is a common problem among
hunters, Davis said “In hunting scenarios,
some people get really excited and freak out
when they see fur,” said Zak Basher, a junior
at Western Washington University and local
hunter.
OPPOSITE PAGE: The North Cascade region was once a

habitat to thousands of grizzly bears, but now the local
population is near extinction. These apex predators
served an important role within the region’s ecosystem.
The Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan could reintroduce the
species in the near future.
ABOVE: One defining feature that sets apart the grizzly

from, black bears is the predator’s lo to is centimeterlong front claws. As habitat engineers, this adaption
helps the species dig up soils in search for bulbs and
other food sources, while also promoting soil formation
through aeration and the spreading of seeds and
nutrients.
LEFT: Joe Scott, the International Conservation

Director of Conservation Northwest, speaks to a
crowd attending the Ghost Bears class held at the REI
in Bellingham, Washington. The class informed the
attendees about the history of grizzly bears within the
region, as well as their possible reintroduction.
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CC I CAN ONLY SPEAK FOR MYSELF, BUT I DRAW INSPIRATION,

WONDER AND HUMILITY FROM WILD PLACES.”

Black bear hunters have mistakenly shot
and killed grizzly bears, Basher said.
“Ethically, I think hunting something

Grizzly bears are one of the only missing
pieces to the North Cascade ecosystem, Scott
said.

within Washington might want to experience

that is being reintroduced doesn’t make much

Grizzly bears are an apex predator species,

inspiration, wonder and humility from wild

sense,” Basher said. “Especially if a natural pop

along with wolves and cougars, Davis said.

places,” Scott said, “Those emotions are com

ulation can’t be sustained.”
It is doubtful there is a reproducing popu
lation of grizzly bears in the North Cascades,
Scott said.
Grizzly bears have one of the slowest
known reproductive rates, Davis said.
Due to the inadequate genetic base of the
grizzly bear populations, the only way they will

Grizzly bears are omnivorous and are recog
nized as an umbrella species that provide a

pounded and strengthened when grizzly bears
roam there.”

variety of services, Davis said.
For example, grizzly bears indirectly feed
smaller predators such as coyotes, foxes, and
ravens by leaving parts of their kill behind.
Smith said.
When grizzly bears feed on glacial lilies,
they excavate huge areas of alpine meadows to

is a Navy veteran and senior studying
nnuitidisciplinary studies through the College of
Humanities and Social Science. He has a passion
for sustainable design, woodworking, photography
and product development.

recover is to transplant additional bears from
another site, Scott said.
“We don’t actually know where we will be

get at the bulbs. In doing so, they tear up and

getting bears from, but there has been discus
sion that maybe they’ll come from Alberta or
British Columbia,” said Lorna Smith, ecolo
gist and executive director of Western Wildlife
Outreach.
One potential problem with getting
Canadian bears is that grizzly bears might
migrate north to Canada after being trans
planted, Scott said.
“They would move bears that are younger,

spread seeds and soil. In that regard they can
be considered habitat engineers, Scott said.
“There is nothing else in the ecosystem
that influences an environment like a grizzly
bear,” Scott said.
Should this process be successful, tourism
may bring the same economic benefits it has
for Yellowstone National Park, Smith said.
“Wildlife-driven tourism brings enormous
economic benefits to communities,” Smith
said.

at a time of the year just before the bears went

As the grizzly bears eventually reestablish

into their dens,” Scott said. “This means they
would stay put.”

a population, people of urban communities

wildlife. Smith said.
“I can only speak for myself, but I draw

RYAN TABB

is a junior studying environmental
science at Western Washington University. She
enjoys gardening and exploring the Pacific North
west with her friends by her side and camera
in hand.
KATIE SAWYER

ABOVE: Grizzlies serve an important ecological role in

river volley habitats. After the bear eats a salmon, the
carcass decomposes in the soil and serves as fertilizer.
If grizzly bears are reintroduced, it could greatly benefit
the Nooksack River Valley, which would be their prime
habitat.
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The average American produces 725 kilograms of household garbage each year. That
is almost 218 billion kilograms in the U.S. alone

—

enough to bury a million football

fields 2 meters deep in garbage. Although landfills are filled faster every year,
modern technologies are salvaging a bit more use from the world’s trash heaps so
waste might not always have to be wasted.

LANDFILL GAS capture and trash incineration

can give new life to old rubbish by convert
ing the products of organic and combustible

solid waste from all over the state, as well as
Oregon, Alaska and Canada. Decomposing
garbage produces this gas, which is burned to

maining waste ferments into gases and organic
compounds that serve as homes for more

materials into energy. These plants retrieve

generate electricity that powers over 20,000

bacteria. These bacteria produce methane as a

otherwise unusable materials and use them to
generate electricity.
However, conventional landfills still out

local homes.
This process decreases a landfill’s emis

byproduct of digestion.
“Landfill gas is not just methane,” said

sions of methane, a greenhouse gas that traps
25 times more heat in the atmosphere per
unit than carbon dioxide, according to the
Environmental Protection Agency.
According to the EPA Landfill Methane
Outreach Program, once the garbage arrives at
the landfill, it is left to rest for several months
while it decomposes. Organic waste, such as
food scraps, paper and yard waste, breaks down

Mike Ewall, founder of the Energy Justice

number those with energy recovery systems.
Though facilities are increasing in number, the
industry’s growth is inhibited by high produc
tion costs, lack of public support and perceived
risk of pollution.
One energy recovery method is landfill
gas capture. The Roosevelt Regional Landfill in
Klickitat County, Washington was built specifi
cally to use methane gas produced by municipal

with the help of aerobic — or oxygen-using

— bacteria. Once the oxygen is used up, the re

Network, an anti-landfill activist group. “It’s
a misnomer. It’s inaccurate to call it methane.”
The biogas emitted from landfill decom
position consists of approximately half carbon
dioxide and half methane with a small percent
age of other variable gases, according to the
2008 EPA fact sheet.
According to Waste Management, Inc.,
landfill gas is captured through a series of wells

6
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drilled into the ground that move the gas to a
nearhy treatment facility. There, the landfill
gas is drained, filtered and pressurized so it is
ready to he used just like natural gas. Finally,
it is burned in an engine, turbine or boiler
that generates electricity, the last step before
a banana peel or paper napkin returns to a
home - this time in the form of an illuminated
lightbulb.
Because methane traps so much heat in
the atmosphere, environmental agencies and
activists have attempted to cap emissions from
landfills. Last July, the EPA proposed a set of
new rules that would require more stringent
regulations for municipal solid waste landfills
to prevent further increases in greenhouse gas
emissions.
Some states and local ordinances already
address the issue. According to the California
Code of Regulations, all landfills built after
1976 that hold at least 408,000 metric tons of

waste are required to have a gas collection and
control system installed.
Many of the landfills and other industrial
facilities that are already required to capture
methane do not use the gas for energy, said
Patrick Sullivan, the senior vice president of
SCS Engineers and author of a 2015 landfill gas
energy report. Instead, they flare or combust
it, which requires less specialized equipment,
he said.
The high cost of production is a large
reason why this potential energy source is not
more common, he said. Landfill gas-to-energy
facilities are smaller in scale and less efficient
in terms of wattage than other energy-pro
ducing facilities, such as hydroelectric or wind,
Sullivan said.
“It’s tough to be cost-effective compared
to large scale production,” he said.
A more efficient alternative, known as
waste-to-energy, involves burning masses

of trash for power rather than collecting the
methane emitted. All of the waste is used
directly and immediately, without being limited
to biodegradable materials.
According to a 2009 report by the National
Risk Management Research Laboratory, facili
ties that incinerate landfill waste produce 10
times more energy per unit of waste than those
that utilize landfill gas.
Sweden has incinerated non-recyclable
and combustible materials for over 30 years.
The heat from combustion is piped directly
to homes and businesses via a district heating
system. Because the materials does not need
to be cooled, more energy can be recovered.
Waste incineration produces around 25 percent
of the country’s heat, said Weine Wiqvist, the
managing director of Avfall Sverige, Sweden’s
main waste management company.
According to a 2014 report by Avfall
Sverige, less than 1 percent of Swedish

PREVIOUS PAGE: The Republic Services transfer station

in Ferndale Washington ships garbage from Whatcom
County to the Roosevelt Landfill in Klickitat County
via rail. Each can holds about two 4-meter bales of
compacted garbage, weighing about 30 metric tons,
says Scott Bissell, operations manager at the Ferndale
transfer station. When the can is full, the gate is locked,
and it is ready to go out to the rail yard.
ABOVE: Shipping garbage on the roil system is three

times more efficient than by road, says Anne Laughlin,
media liaison for Republic Services. Shipping by rail
also reduces wear and tear on highways and roads.

"THERE NEEDS TO BE A STRONGER EFFORT TO REDUCE, REUSE
AND RECYCLE. ANY REMAINING WASTE SHOULD FALL UNDER
ANOTHER ‘R:’ RESEARCH.”

MIKE EWALL, FOUNDER OF THE ENERGY JUSTICE NETWORK
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household waste was sent to a landfill in 2013.
This is the result of a regulation that bans

a baghouse, which captures solid particulates
like heavy metals, dioxins and furans in a fabric

“If there is a need for landfills and refuse
continues to be put into landfills, then landfills

all organic and recyclable materials in landfills,

filter.
“We now have the ability to control

not only should, but have to recover that gas,”
Sullivan said. “And if you’re recovering it, why

dioxins and furans to very low levels,” Caponi
said. Incineration facilities will, nevertheless,

waste it?”

in addition to waste-to-energy plants, Wiqvist
said. Sweden’s facilities are built to manage
more waste than the country produces, so
waste is imported from Norway, the United
Kingdom and Finland. These countries have
instituted landfill bans as well but do not have
enough facilities to manage their own excess
waste. Twenty percent of Swedish waste energy
comes from abroad, which helps displace the
need for fossil fuels.
“It was a win-win situation,” Wiqvist
said. However, burning trash has historically
been dangerous for air quality. Incineration
produces toxic chemicals, such as dioxins and
furans, which are harmful to human health.
Swedish environmental authorities are no
longer concerned about possible dioxin emis
sions from incineration because of stringent
regulations and proper cleanup, Wiqvist said.
For example, trash is never incinerated in open
air.

remain unpopular in the U.S., Sullivan said.
“No matter how well [incineration fa
cilities] can show how controlled and efficient
they are, it’s pretty hard to get political support
for them,” he said.
A critic of both landfill-to-gas energy and
incineration, Ewall believes all waste energy fa
cilities pose too high a risk of pollutants and
should not be used. Waste management should
be addressed further upstream, he said.
There needs to be a stronger effort to
reduce, reuse and recycle. Any remaining waste
should fall under another ‘R:’ research, Ewall
said.
“Rather than just dump the rest in a hole
and call it a day, you want to take a look at
what’s left and ask, ‘Where did we fail?”’ Ewall
said.

low, said Frank Caponi, the head air quality
engineer for the Los Angeles County Sanitation

Considering the future of waste, Caponi
and Sullivan do not anticipate a drastic change.
“We’re going to be dealing with landfills
for a very long time,” Caponi said.

Districts.
Typically, flue gas goes through a dry
scrubber, a filtration system that reduces acid
gases such as sulfur dioxide and hydrochloric
acid, Caponi said. The gas then goes through

The decomposition processes continue
for up to 40 years. Even if the use of land
fills stopped immediately, landfills would still
need regular maintenance for several decades,
Caponi said.

In California, if local risk assessment
standards are met, the risk of pollution is very

is a senior pursuing a
degree in English with an emphasis in second
ary education. She loves living on this planet and
would like to teach the next generation how to
treat it well.
MARISSA JACOBSEN

is a senior studying visual
journalism and business at Western Washington
University. After class, he enjoys taking photo
graphs, cooking and the outdoors.
KRAMER JANDERS

BELOW LEFT: A worker at the Roosevelt Landfill stands

next to a landfill gas pipe. The landfill gas is collected
through a series of wells that are connected to a pipe
system, which carries a gas to a nearby treatment
facility. Orjce at the facility, the gas is drained, filtered,
and pressurized so it can be used like natural gas.
(Photograph courtesy of Republic Services)
BELOW RIGHT: Garbage is dropped in the main

building of the transfer station then pushed into a
compaction system that sits below the main floor.
The garbage is compacted into a bale then rammed
forward into the can.
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GENETIC

According to a 2013 genetics journal article, new species
of plants and animals emerge faster in the Andes
Mountains than any other land region on earth — an effect
of its dynamic climate and landscape.

SCIENTISTS DECODING this complex relation

ship between life and land throughout the
Andes and Amazon have a vision for a new
pathway of geological discovery; using the
encoded history within these diverse plant
genomes to count geological time.
Typically, geologists study the earth by ob
serving the physical qualities of the land itself.
However, modern gene sequencing technolo
gies may allow scientists to research geological
history in greater detail through an emerging
discipline called geogenomics, a technological

EVOLUTION IN A DYNAMIC LANDSCAPE

In theory, dramatic environmental events
can rapidly diversify species via genetic drift
and natural selection. These biological changes

and new environments in the newly uplifted
areas—so there is new land at elevations

allow environmental shifts to manifest as
information in the form of unique plant

climates,” she said.
“When you look at the Amazon Basin
as a whole, you can’t really understand its

that did not exist previously with distinctive

evolutionary lifespans to provide information

genomes.
Sheri Fritz is a researcher on the Andes
and Amazon project team and professor of
geosciences at the University of NebraskaLincoln. One of the tasks of the project is to
tie plant phylogenies of unknown time scale
to known climatological and geological events,
Fritz said in an email.
“The uplift of the Andes has the potential

vironment involves reading DNA sequences as

about how a landscape has changed over time.

to affect biodiversity by creating new habitats

slowly ticking clocks.

response to the work of an interdisciplinary
team of Andes- and Amazon-region environ
mental scientists. According to a 2014 article
written by Paul Baker, this team s effort will
build a foundation for research to work in a
non-traditional direction, allowing models of

history without thinking about the Andean
uplift,” said Christopher Dick, an evolution
ary biologist at the University of Michigan and
member of the Andean/Amazonian biodiver
sity research crew.
According to the article by Baker, deci
phering the encoded histories of a species’ en

WINTER 2015
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UPLIFT AND EVOLUTION
o

According to the article, gene-sequencing
technologies allow scientists to better under
stand a species’ history very quickly, with less
data sampling and lab work required compared
to older sequencing techniques.
Certain mutations in a genome occur at
a relatively fixed rate, according to the 1962
article that originally noted this phenomenon
by Emile Zuckerkandl and Linus Pauling.
This observation allows the genomes of
two plants to act as a relationship clock: the
more differences in their genetic sequence,
the longer it has been since those two plants
shared a common ancestor.
“We’re reconstructing the evolution
ary tree that depicts the relationships among
species,” Dick said.
When the age of a plant species is known
by collecting some of its fossil information.

A diverse population of a
plant species lives within
the same environment.

the branches of the evolutionary tree can be
o

assigned ages.
“These ideas have been around for quite
a long time in the form of standard biogeog
raphy. People can look at plant distributions
or animal distributions and use those to un
derstand potentially geological events that
might have created those patterns,” Dick said.

\k
After a geological shift,
certain traits allow some
individuals to survive in
their new environments.

“The main difference now is that we have lots
more data — genetics and phylogeny — that
we can reconstruct from DNA sequences that
we didn’t have in the past.” fi

Overtime, populations
become more distinct to
survive in their unique el
evations, and eventually
diverge as species.

is a Fairhaven student studying
biology chemistry, math and humanities. He
currently leads the campus Mindfulness Club and
works at the Outback Farm. Sometimes he goes
for walks.

SAM CARLOS

GEOLOGICAL HINDSIGHT
Thanks to recent advances in technology, genetic data representing millions of years of evolution can now be collected in a matter of hours.
Through the lens of genetics, the geological changes driving the evolution of species can be seen with improved clarity.
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I The molecular clock hypothesis assumes t!
the number of random differences between two
species’ DNA can indicate how long ago those two
{ species diverged from each other. The ages of DNAcontaining fossils allow scientists to translate these
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Geological history can be better understood using
an accurately constructed phylogenetic tree. In this
example, the two surviving species of a common
ancestor diverged to survive at different elevations,
suggesting the area began to uplift about io million
years ago. in a real-life scenario, this information would
help geologists infer how the mountains were fromed.

An evolutionary tree, also called a phylogenetic tree,
represents thehistory of species over time based on their
biological similarities and differences.
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On

the street level of the Capitol Hill neighborhood in Seattle, Washington, four bundled

people carry suitcases and boxes from a doorway into a box truck. The group exits a fivestory apartment building wedged between two single-family homes, casting a long shadow
across the street. The residents are moving out of a micro-apartment complex, one of many
developments featuring tiny apartments in Seattle.
DEVELOPMENT COMPANIES are responding

to an increased demand for single-resident
housing in cities. According to the most recent
census, 41.6 percent of Seattleites live alone.
While new residents move into micro-housing
developments, city groups work to tighten
restrictions that limit the expanse of micro
housing buildings into old neighborhoods.

Micro-apartments have many advantages
over conventional ones, said Clinton Davis,
37, a micro-apartment resident at Centro
Apodments in the Capitol Hill Neighborhood.
“If you are moving to Seattle and you don’t
know where to live, these are awesome,” Davis
said. “You can get your feet wet, you can get es
tablished, and you can move on.”

The units are popular, sometimes filling

Utilities and Wi-Fi services are included

up within a week of being opened, said Seattle
City Councilor Mike O’Brien, chairman of the
Seattle Planning, Land Use and Sustainability

with rent and some complexes offer units
either partly or fully furnished, O’Brien said.
Complexes in dense cities have easy access to
public transportation, grocery stores and res
taurants, he said.

Committee.
When someone moves out of a unit,
someone usually moves in on the same day,
O’Brien said.
Each individual unit is typically about 14
square meters, about the size of five and a half
standard elevators, and comes furnished with a
bed, seating area and kitchenette.
Over 75 micro-apartment buildings with
about 3,000 units total have been built in
Seattle, he said.

Rent ranges anywhere from $600 to
$1,200, with the majority of micro-apartments
ranging from $700 to $800 a month. According
to the 2010 Greater Seattle Datasheet, the
average monthly apartment rental costs for a
one-bedroom apartment is $1,024.

and energy efficient products. Normally, in an
apartment, you pass on the utilities bill to the
tenant, O’Brien said.
Micro-apartment leases are written for a
month-to-month living agreement rather than
a six-month or yearly contract.
“1 am moving at the end of the month, and
it’s just a three-month lease. It’s easy,” Davis
said.
Reasonable Density Seattle, a city neigh
borhood alliance group, raises criticisms
against micro-housing developments regarding
code violation and land use.
Some developers were trying to find a
way to skirt certain land use rules related to
public engagement, said Bill Bradburd, Seattle
neighborhood activist and Reasonable Density
Seattle affiliate. They found a way to avoid
doing a public review process on the micro
apartments that were being built, he said.

For micro-apartments, landlords pay the
utilities bill rather than the tenants. There is

Developers would build eight bedrooms
with a shared kitchen and classify it as one

an incentive for the developer to install water

unit. The city requires a public design review
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STUDIO APARTMENT VERSUS MICRO-APARTMENTS
This illustration compares the floor sizes of an
average studio apartment to a micro-apartment.
Unlike a studio, micro-apartments are generally
separate from a laundry room and full communal
kitchen. Micro-apartments are typically around
7 square meters in size, while the average studio
apartment is about 35 square meters.

THE CONCERN OVER MICRO
HOUSING WAS NOT SO MUCH THAT
THOSE PEOPLE WERE MOVING IN,
BUT MORE THAT THESE PROJECTS
ARE USED LIKE LONGTERM
HOTELS.

OPPOSITE PAGE: Fifty-six people reside in the micro

housing building on the corner of East John Street and
13th Avenue in Seattle. The building itself is 1287 square
meters and contains numerous communal kitchens and
laundry rooms in addition to the residences.
BELOW FAR LEFT: The outdoor patio and barbecuing

area are also used for bike storage among residents.
Comnmting by bike is more practical than having a
car for a micro-housing resident because of the limited
street parking space available. Most micro-housing
units are not required to provide parking to their renters
because of the five-unit classification, according to
Mike O'Brien.

for buildings with five or more units. Any fewer
and the building wouldn’t have to go through a
design review, he said.
According to the 2013 Seattle Design
Guidelines, the design board reviews multiple
aspects of proposed buildings, including
building appearance, the effect of the building
on adjacent sites and pedestrian and vehicular
access.
Neighbors have also criticized micro
apartments because of their transitional
nature, O’Brien said.
“1 think the neighborhood perspective is,
‘1 don’t want a bunch of people who are tran
sitioning in and out. I’m looking for neighbors
who will stick around,”’ O’Brien said.
The concern over micro-housing was not
so much that those people were moving in, but
more that these projects are used like long
term hotels, Bradburd said.
No apartment buildings are required to
include onsite parking because of the five-unit
classification, forcing micro-apartment resi
dents to use street parking, O’Brien said. This
contributes to the ongoing parking availability

In 2014, the Seattle City Council passed a
bill outlining two provisions to determine how
micro-apartments can be classified: either as
small studio apartments or as dorm-like con
gregate housing. If classified as small studio
apartments, units can be built in single-family
zoned areas. If the micro-apartment complex
is classified as congregate style housing, it can
only be built in dense urban or commercial
areas away from single-family homes.
The new bill relaxed design specifica
tions toward congregate housing. An example
of this would be that congregate style micro
apartment units could be 6.5 square meters or
perhaps have 100 units sharing one communal
kitchen, O’Brien said.
According to this new bill, both micro
housing classifications require enough parking
for half the units in the building. Developers
are still filing permits for small apartments,
which are now classified as small efficiency
dwelling units, Bradburd said.
“That’s exactly what we wanted to see,”
Bradburd said. “I think it is good for Seattle. It’s
good for the neighborhoods.” €i

problem in Seattle, he said.

is a senior urban planning
major at Western Washington University. He’s a
professional woodsmith and outdoorsman, and
spends his free time climbing, hiking or tinkering
in his shop.
NICK PETERSON

is a studio art major with a con
centration in photography. He is a political and
environmental activist with past experience in the
field of journalism.
REESE BOWEN

LEFT; Communal laundry rooms share a space with

the communal kitchens in the micro-housing units
found on East John Street.
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Since The Planet's start in 1979, over 200 editors and designers have contributed to making a magazine.
These people have endured late nights, papercuts, changing style rules, hostile sources and writer’s block.
We asked 40 past editors to submit editorials about a topic they have become passionate about post-Planet.
Here are a few of the responses we received. To learn more about the editors, visit theplanetmagazine.net.

FROM HEADWATERS TO GULF
STORY JESS! LOERCH & COLIN MCDONALD

ONJUNE21, 2014,10 years after he graduated
from Huxley College of the Environment, Colin
McDonald went searching for the headwaters of
the Rio Grande.
From a 4,000-meter-tall ridge on the
Continental Divide in southern Colorado, he
scooped a bit of ice into a vial from a melting
snowfield and headed for the Gulf of Mexico,
following the ice-cold rivulets.
For the next 3,000 kilometers, McDonald
traveled by canoe, kayak and raft when there
was water. For the remaining 580 kilometers
in New Mexico and Texas, he traveled by foot.
The Rio Grande has been the lifeblood of
the civilizations along it for more than 10,000

NOT

so

years. Now as cities and farms suck it dry, a
warming climate shrinks snow packs, shifts
rainfall patterns and accelerates evaporation.
Its future has never been more uncertain.
With his former editor at The Planet
magazine, Jessi Loerch, overseeing his work
from her home in Everett, Washington, McDonald
searched for people who could tell their story of
living with a changing river. He sent daily photos
and stories back to Loerch and she prepared them
for publication in The Texas Tribune.
McDonald found a river reclaiming itself by
filling in reservoirs, wearing away at levies and
functioning as its own sewer treatment plant.

smuggling corridors and Pueblos planning a new
revolt based on water law and biology. It was a
standard Planet affair.
In late January 2015, McDonald was joined
by Loerch, friends and family to paddle the final
miles of the river. After seven months of travel,
he stood in the Gulf of Mexico and poured out
that bit of snowmelt. It was the first time water

He found people paddling for fun through drug

from the Rockies had reached the Gulf in decades.

Even conservation groups and environmen
tal coverage tend to focus on how grizzlies will
bring a sense of wildness and adventurous spirit
back to Washington forests, but reintroduction
is about more than a romanticized concept of
wilderness. It is about restoring forests after
years of logging and human intervention so
the Northwest can support large carnivores

GRISLY

STORY MIKEY MORAN
CAPABLE OF mauling and killing. A man-eater.

The symbol of the unpredictable and untamed
wild. Read any news coverage about grizzly
bears in the past ten years and these phrases set

once again. It is about decommissioning roads
and prioritizing undeveloped and contiguous

the tone. Grizzly bears are portrayed in media
as unpredictable and aggressive creatures by
frightened citizens, worried for the safety of their
children and pets. But the media-manipulated
image of bears is far more frightening than the
270-kilogram creatures themselves.
Conservation groups are fighting for the
reintroduction of grizzlies in the North Cascades
where the bears roamed before being hunted to
local extinction in the last 100 years. The issue is
contentious; there are legitimate monetary and
safety concerns, yet the opinions of researchers
and wildlife officials are drowned out by bear
hysteria.

land for wildlife.
Society needs science. Whether or not
humans like to admit it, our livelihoods are
Grizzly bears are omnivores, and in areas
outside of salmon-laden Alaska and Canada, their
diet is less than 10 percent fish and meat. In this
environment, a grizzly feasts on blueberries,
mushrooms and moths, not freshly killed meat.
True, grizzlies can become aggressive, but hikers
are more likely to be killed by cows than by a
grizzly bear. Most attacks and encounters are
preventable by being a respectful and responsible
hiker.

dependent on natural systems. Policy decisions,
like whether or not to reintroduce grizzly bears,
should be made in accordance to scientific fact,
and it is the media’s job to supply the truth. The
Pacific Northwest is natural history incarnate — a
place where important environmental issues
are playing out in our backyards among the
steller’s jays and sword ferns. We need informed
journalism if we want our wilds to stay.
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ICED IN
STORY & PHOTOS LAUREN OWENS
HOMES ON Oceanside Drive in Scituate,

Massachusetts were encased in ice after the
devastating winter blizzard, Juno, hit the East
Coast this year.
Sea foam from the Atlantic Ocean froze
after the water rushed over the Scituate seawall

With increasing intensity of coastal storms,
local residents faced a difficult decision: stay and
rebuild or move out?
Ocean levels off Massachusetts have risen

and crashed into front lawns.

13 centimeters since the 1970s — greater
than the global average, according to data
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Scituate is one of many towns in New
England that rely on a man-made seawall to

Administration.
After this storm, large portions of Oceanside

protect itself from the Atlantic Ocean.

Drive had turned into a rocky beach. The town
brought in bulldozers to dig the road out.
In some cases, a single home has been
rebuilt 10 or more times over the past four
decades. Some of the repeatedly lost properties in
Scituate have had eight or more flood insurance
payments, and one has suffered flooding losses
14 times. Two home owners in Scituate received
more than $1 million each over time.
Coastal legislators are urging Gov. Charlie
Baker to tap into a $20 million state fund to
buy back some of these repeatedly damaged
coastal properties.

P A R C H E
STORY BECKY TACHIHARA
BLUE SKIES and 16 degrees Celsius. The perfect

summer recreation, but also important water

The Nevada Department of Forestry works

spring day. Except, it s January.
For the third year in a row, above-average
temperatures and below-average snowfall have

with federal and local partners to spread public
awareness about preventing fires, as well as

snow, impacts outdoor tourism. Henderson,
Nevada’s second-largest city, faces dwindling
water supplies. Food scarcity drives wildlife out

sources for nearby cities.
According to the Truckee Meadows Water
Authority website, 85 percent of the water
consumed in Reno and Sparks — two cities
located northeast of Lake Tahoe with a combined
population of about 328,000 people — comes
from surface water such as lakes and rivers.
As that water dries up, it stresses both
humans and wildlife. Bears are the most visibly
affected; the warm winters lead to large blooms
of fruit trees, which lure bears into populated

of the mountains toward human homes and dry

areas like Reno and Carson City when their

conditions increase risk of wildfires.
Despite Nevada’s arid reputation, the ski

natural food sources grow scarce, said Chris
Healy, public information officer for the Nevada

the current pattern continues, it is going to be
a long, dry summer. €?

resorts around Lake Tahoe receive an average
snowfall of between 9 and 15 meters every year.
By mid-January 2015, most have received less
than 2.5 meters, and none had season totals of
more than 3 meters, according to resort websites.
Some could not open all of their ski areas, even
augmenting natural snow with man-made snow.
Snowmelt feeds into streams, rivers, lakes

Department of Wildlife.
“Last year was the second busiest for conflict
with bears in Nevada history,” Healy said. “And
2015 is setting up to be even worse.”
In contrast, both the number and size of
wildfires in Nevada decreased in 2014. Despite
the dry conditions, quick responses to fires
helped contain fires and keep them smaller,
Nevada firewarden Bob Roper said in an email.

plagued northwest Nevada, an area now suffering
from extreme drought, according to the U.S.
Drought Monitor.
To residents, drought is a many-headed
monster. Lackof winter precipitation, particularly

and reservoirs that are not only popular for

building fire response capacity and maintaining
a healthy landscape, he said.
Due to the drought and dry climate condi
tions, Nevada’s fire season is now year-round,
Roper said.
“With a dry winter, there is increased
concern for dry lightning strikes igniting our
volatile fuel base,” he said.
There is still time for snow to fall, but if

STORY ELISE DRESEL I PHOTOS REESE BOWEN

Muscle memory kicks in as a goalkeeper watches a ball propel toward
the net. The keeper launches into an extended dive, catches the ball
and hits the turf field, landing on her shoulder and hip. The physical
cost of the save may go beyond a couple of turf burns.

ON AVERAGE, 290 million tires are disposed
of each year, according to the Environmental
Protection Agency. Tires cannot be burned due to
high lead and mercury levels or put into landfills
due to limited space. Excess tires are instead
stripped and crushed into tiny micro-crumbs
to make up the infill of artificial turf.

crumbs, the material is used in sports fields,
playgrounds and gardens.
Synthetic turf has been widely adopted,
but some athletes and community members
are concerned that tire crumbs are toxic and

About 11,000 synthetic turf fields are in use
in the United States, according to the Synthetic

with cancer, and 69 are goalies,” said Amy Griffin,

Turf Council. Made from thin, grass-like fibers
and recycled tires crushed into small black

may cause cancer.
“In total, I have 99 names of soccer players
a women’s soccer coach at the University of
Washington. Griffin started to take notice of
goalkeepers with cancer in 2009.

When Griffin was visiting players she knew
in Seattle Children’s Hospital for the third time,
a nurse commented that three other goalkeep
ers had come in for chemotherapy that week,
Griffin said.
“1 didn’t know anyone with lymphoma, and
I’ve coached here for 20 years,” Griffin said. “It’s
weird to me to go from not knowing any to now
personally knowing 12.”
Lymphoma is not the only kind of cancer
that afflicts the athletes on Griffln’s list.
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One of the goalies Griffin visited at the
hospital in 2009 was Annika Dybevik. Dybevik,
19, played as a goalkeeper on artificial soccer
fields in Issaquah, Washington beginning at age 7.
Dybevik is currently in remission from
Ewing’s sarcoma. According to the American
Cancer Society, Ewing’s sarcoma is a type of
cancer that starts in the bone or in nearby soft
tissues. Dybevik was diagnosed at 13 when the
cancer was discovered in her ankle.
“You’re not thinking about causes. You’re
thinking about treating it,” Dybevik said.
Griffin has become a reference for the Seattle
community regarding cancer and the possible
relation to artificial turf. Athletes with cancer
throughout the state have reached out to Griffin
with their stories, she said.
The proportion of goalies on Griffin’s list
may be explained by the way the players practice
on the turf. Players have more contact with the
turf during practice than during a game, she said.
“In training a typical drill will be a player
laying on their side [after a dive], throwing a ball
back to the coach and then diving again,” Griffin
said. “They’re on the ground. They’re face level [to

the turf], and we do that for about ten minutes.”

"IN TOTAL, I HAVE 99 NAMES OF

Veronica Saez, 21, is the goalkeeper for
the Western Washington University’s women’s

SOCCER PLAYERS WITH CANCER,

varsity soccer team.
“I’ve spent, at this point, too much time
on the turf to be worried about it,” Saez said.

AND 69 ARE GOALIES”

“Soccer is part of my daily routine.”
Saez has been playing soccer since she was
4 years old as a field player and started playing

AMY GRIFFIN, UNIVERSITY OF
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WASHINGTON SOCCER COACH

as goalkeeper when she was 17.
“It became much more of an aggressive
turf experience when I changed to goalie. As
a goalkeeper, you’re constantly sliding across
the turf in training,” Saez said. “The turf [tire
crumbs] get everywhere: all over my house, in
people’s water bottles. It’s very invasive.”
Synthetic turf has become more popular
across the U.S. because of its low maintenance
costs compared to grass fields.
“No one has to take care of the fields, but if
people are getting cancer? Not worth it,” Saez said.
When making saves, sliding on the turf can
sometimes result in a turf burn, Saez said. She
tries to avoid these burns by covering herself
with clothing, even in the summertime.

ABOVE: Some researchers believe there is a link

between certain cancers and the micro pellets in the
turf. In three ways, micro-pellets can enter the body:
absorption through ingestion, the fumes from the rising
hot air or absorption through the skin when a player
slides and gets a turf burn. (Photo Illustration)

As the speculation on possible carcinogens
in artificial turf grows, the scientists studying

tracking ingestion or inhalation, said Koenraad

it are uncertain.
According to the 2009 EPA field monitoring
study, synthetic turf tire crumbs can enter
the body in three ways: ingestion, inhalation
and contact with skin. According to the study,

Department of Health.
Crumb rubber contains arsenic, lead, nickel,
latex and many other potentially carcinogenic

carcinogenic particles in tire crumbs are a low
concern.
Tire crumbs are tested by monitoring
chemicals released into the air, studying the
mixture of compounds in crumb rubber and

ABOVE: Throughout the United States, there are about

11,000 multi-purpose synthetic turffields including
Western Washington University 's Robert S. Harrington
Field. Western converted two grass fields into a multi
million dollar turffield in 2014.
RIGHT: Artificial turffields have been around for 50

years but have only used crushed tire infill as a dirt
substitute since the late 1990s. Turffields are replacing
traditional grass fields because of their durability and
low maintenance cost since they are not torn up by the
by athletes’ cleats. (Photo Illustration)

Marien, a toxicologist for the Washington State

compounds that can be a concern, Marien said.
The research focuses on how much exposure is
necessary to cause harm, he said.
“It is important to realize that many of
these chemicals are ones that we are exposed to
everyday,” Marien said. “You can find concentra
tions higher off the field than you can on the field.”

According to a 2007 independently pub
lished study by Environment and Human Health,
Inc., tire crumbs make up 90 percent of the
weight of synthetic turf.
“We did a study of a few samples of crumb
rubber and measured what was in the tire,” said
David Brown, a toxicologist who worked on the
EHH study.
The concentration of carcinogens in the tires
was different among the samples. Brown said.
“It was not possible to look at a pile of crumb
rubber and determine if the [sample] came from

WINTER 2015

CRUMB RUBBER CONTAINS ARSENIC,
LEAD, NICKEL, LATEX AND MANY OTHER
POTENTIALLY CARCINOGENIC COMPOUNDS
THAT CAN BE A CONCERN.

a tire with a lot of carcinogens or small amount
of carcinogens,” Brown said.
Studies on tire turf show varied testing
results on the levels of exposure. The concern,
while not completely proven, could indicate
risk. Brown said.
“No one could possibly know what the level
of risk is on these fields because they haven’t
been adequately studied in a well-designed
study,” Brown said.
Tires have been known to contain hazardous
material. Brown said. Because of the multitude
of tires in the U.S., turf was an alternate use
for them.
“I will say this repeatedly: you can always
go off and do more work,” Marien said. “There
is not any information out there to allow us to
connect health problems with artificial turf.”
Inconclusive research leaves limited answers
to questions about cancer and toxicity.
“Sports are such a huge part of society,”
Dybevik said. “It’s not just soccer players. There
is turf everywhere. It would be a horrible thing
for athletes to get cancer just by playing the
game they love.”€?

is a senior pursuing a degree in
creative writing and a minor in communications.
She enjoys reading, traveling and spending time
with her girl gang.
ELISE DRESEL

is a Studio art major with a con
centration in photography. He is a political and
environmental activist with past experience in the
field of journalism.
REESE BOWEN

MIDDLE LEFT: Veronica Saez, a goalkeeper for Western

Washington University’s women’s soccer team, makes a
dive for the ball—an action she repeats during practice
countless tinies on a turffield.
BOTTOM LEFT: Tires are made with many known carci

nogenic and toxic elements. However, studies have not
linked the crushed tires on the playing surface to any
harmful effects in humans.
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WADDELL, a former employee of the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers, is drafting an economic
plan to remove the four lower Snake River
dams in eastern Washington on the premise
that taxpayers cannot afford to keep them.
The environmental impacts of the dam have
also roused activists who want to preserve
the dwindling wild salmon and killer whale

Waddell thinks the Corps could do it for
$400 million in four years.
“So, it’s not the kind of numbers that
people have been led to believe over the past
15 years, but it’s still a good chunk of money,”
Waddell said.

months and their bodies struggle to adapt to
the change, Johnson said.

populations.
The dams are projected to cost taxpay
ers around $133 million in 2015, but that’s

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE DAMS

a one-year figure and the costs fluctuate
depending on maintenance needs, Waddell said.
Based on publically available informa
tion, Waddell created an economic study that
projected the dams will cost more than $147
billion over the next 100 years, he said.
A 2002 feasibility study, conducted by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, suggested

cinnamon-colored hills, connects salmon
to the Columbia River and their spawning
grounds. The salmon used to swim with the
flow of the river as the current pushed them
down stream, said Chandra Johnson, Waddell’s

dismantling the dams would cost more than
$911 million and would take four to seven

225 kilometers of warm, stagnant water,

years.

In 1992, only a single male sockeye salmon
managed to swim about 1,450 kilometers
through to the Columbia River and make it
to the spawning grounds.
The salmon are used to migrating through
the river in a couple weeks, but now it takes

The winding Snake River, enveloped by

research assistant.
After the dams were built in the ‘60s
and ‘70s, the salmon had to swim through
Johnson said.

Juvenile salmon are collected and trans
ported on trucks and barges along the Snake
River and then released in the Columbia River.
The stress of the dams and transportation
resulted in a 70 percent mortality rate among
the salmon, she said.
Historically, about 4 million salmon
migrated through the Snake River, but once
the dams were built, the wild livestock plum
meted, said Joseph Bogaard, executive director
of Save Our Wild Salmon.
In order to replenish the wild salmon,
NOAA Fisheries introduced hatchery salmon.
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In 2013,1.75 million adult jack and steelhead
salmon were counted as they passed Bonneville
Dam, and only 20 percent were wild, accord

disaster, and words like disaster are not the
kind of words you use in a scientific or policy
document like that,” Waddell said.

ing to the 2013 Annual Progress Report for
Protecting Salmon and Steelhead.
Sharon Grace, coordinator for the
Southern Resident Killer Whale Chinook
Salmon Initiative, believes recent killer whale
deaths are closely tied to the salmon loss.
“They’re slowly starving.” Grace Said.
Sometimes they have enough food, but they’re

In 2006, the U.S. General Accounting
Office reported to Congress that the study was
“fraught with errors, mistakes and miscalcula
tions” and therefore the study did not “provide
a reasonable basis for decision-making.”
“Political pressure, the rhetoric in the
press and cultural peer pressure was shaking
people’s decisions about whether to keep the
dams, and not really the document itself,”

chronically undernourished. The coastal salmon
are very important and they have been deci
mated by the dams up and down the coast:
the Sacramento River, the Klamath River,
Columbia River and Snake River.”
Rock Peters, senior fishery program
manager for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
in the Walla Walla District, said it is fairly
normal to see a fluctuation in salmon returns
each year because of 10-year ocean cycles that
make the conditions less conducive for salmon.
“You really need to look cumulatively at
where all these fish come from— whether it be
the Sacramento, the Rogue, the Puget Sound
fish or the Alaskan fish— to determine whether
or not there’s been a reduced food supply [for
the orcas],” Peters said. “We certainly did not
see a reduction specifically in the Columbia
River.”

THE BEGINNING OF THE BATTLE

Waddell learned about the dams while
reviewing the 2002 Lower Snake River Dam
Feasibility Study to determine if removing
the dams was the best environmental and
economic option, but the scientific document
was littered with improper facts, he said.
“For instance, they might say that the
breaching of the dams would be an economic

Waddell said.

A MOVEMENT SPARKS

In 2011, Waddell attended the Elwha
Science Symposium after the Elwha River dam
was removed and the conversation turned to
the Snake River.
People believed the dams would be more
difficult to breach than the Elwha River because
the dams are bigger and would be more ex
pensive to remove, he said.
Waddell walked up to the microphone

‘MF THOSE DAMS WERE TO
COMPLETELY SHUT DOWN
TOMORROW, NO ONE WOULD
NOTICE IT”

i
I
i

JIM WADDELL, FORMER CIVIL ENGINEER

and said, “I’m going to get fired for what I’m
about to tell you, but it’s time. Those dams
are a travesty. They always have been. From
the day Congress first authorized those, it’s
been a shame.”
Waddell’s speech was caught on camera
by a documentary crew shooting the film
“DamNation,” presented by Patagonia.

I

I
4

Waddell’s urge to set the record straight
did not come without consequences. A couple
months later the Corps of Engineers decided
not to reappoint him and his 35-year career
ended.
“I don’t know if I got fired,” he said. “All
I can say is that I quit working for the Corps
a few months after that.”

OPPOSITE PAGE: Dworshak Reservoir, U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers. (Photograph by Russell Smith, courtesy of
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)
ABOVE: Jim Waddell, former employee of the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers, drafts a comprehensive economic
plan to remove the Snake River dams in eastern
Washington. (Photograph courtesy of Jim Waddell)
LEFT: The dam is located on the Snake River near

Starbuck, Washington and upstream of Lake West,
the reservoir formed by Lower Monumental Dam. It is
a concrete gravity dam with an earthfill abutment em
bankment. It includes a navigation lock and eight-bay
spillway 156 meters long, which has eight is meters byy
i8 meters tainter gates. (Photograph courtesy of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)
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LOWER SNAKE DAM
The Snake River is the largest tributary to the Columbia River and drains into Washington, Oregon, Wyoming, Utah and Nevada, according the U.S.
Army Cops of Engineers. The four lower Snake River dams were built in the 1960s and early ’70s and contribute 5 percent of the entire West Coast
energy grid system. The dams have been under criticism because of damages to the wild salmon population and the hefty maintenance costs.

THE BPA AND CORPS OF ENGINEERS SPEAK
OUT AGAINST DAM BREACHING

The four lower Snake River dams
producesl,000 megawatts of the 100,000megawatt grid that includes wind, nuclear
and hydropower used in the West Coast,
Waddell said.
“People think the lights are going to go
out in Seattle or whatever if you disconnect

which would increase carbon emissions by 3
million tons each year, Wingert said.
“Because Congress authorized us to build
the dams and operate them, only they can direct
us if they want to change the purpose of how
we operate or do a dam removal,” Peters said.
“In essence, we’re operating what Congress
wants us to do.”

the hydropower; that’s really not true. If
those dams were to completely shut down
tomorrow, no one would notice it,” he said.
“If my numbers are correct, theoretically you
should see a slight decrease in your power bill.”
The dams produce 12 percent of the power
generated by the 31 federal dams managed by
the BPA in the Pacific Northwest, said Kevin
Wingert, spokesperson for the BPA.
Wingert said the megawatts produced
by the dams are enough electricity to power
the city of Seattle and are an integral part of
the larger system.
If the dams were removed, the power
lost would likely be replaced with natural gas.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

“It’s not exactly what I’d call fun,” he said.
“It’s rewarding but very stressful.”
Waddell believes the only way to save the
southern resident orcas is to breach the dam
and allow the salmon population to replenish.
“You can study these things to death and
there will always be some uncertainty, but
common sense and general biology will tell
you what’s going on,” Waddell said. “I can’t
sit on what I know given the reality of the
situation. We’re running out of time.”€?

The only factor that could stymie Waddell’s
timeline to remove the dams is Congress, he
said.
“The danger is that the government, in
this case, loves to string things along and
people have been led to believe that it’s going
to take a long time,” he said. “So they don’t
put a serious, fast track effort into it.”
The film “DamNation” gave Waddell a
platform to inform the public, but he said he’s
ready to be replaced.

SHELBY ROWE is a journalism major pursuing

a career in the newspaper industry. She hopes
to have a positive impact by writing articles that
influence social and political change.

STORY KAY HOLTEN

PHOTOS ALEX BARTICK

In southwest Washington, elk’s hooves are growing long and curving up,
assuming a shape much like a ski ramp. Elk limp through fields, in so much
pain that they have trouble jumping fences, finding food and running from
predators. In the worst cases, the elk’s hooves fall off on the forest floor,
leaving them to walk on a bloody stub.

THE WASHINGTON Department of Fish and

studied the hooves and all five found trepone

Wildlife saw a boom in the number of elk hoof
rot cases in 2008. In 2014, Fish and Wildlife

ma in the elks’ hooves, Mansfield said.
“Saying we have a diagnosis doesn’t mean
we know everything there is to know about the

Toman, director of science and planning for the
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation.
In advanced cases, the ulcers go through
the bottom of the hoof all the way to the bone

disease,” Mansfield said.

or the hoof sloughs off entirely, Mansfield said.

discovered that this particular strain of hoof
rot is a multi-bacterial disease caused primarily
by a syphilis-related species of bacteria called
treponema. Despite learning the cause, Fish
and Wildlife is struggling to keep the disease
from spreading further.
Fish and Wildlife suspected early on that
treponema was a major player in hoof rot
because the disease was similar to a common
hoof ailment in domestic cattle and sheep

Fish and Wildlife began a five-year impact
study in February 2015 to determine how hoof
rot affects the elk’s survival, reproduction, nu
trition and ability to raise a calf, Mansfield said.
While this study goes on. Fish and Wildlife
must rely on the data already collected and lit
erature that describes hoof rot in domestic

called digital dermatitis, said Kristin Mansfield,
the veterinarian for the wildlife division of Fish

cows, Mansfield said.
Normally, elk hooves wear down as the
animals walk, but in these cases the elk avoid

and Wildlife. Five independent laboratories

putting weight on affected feet, said Tom

“I’ve found bull elk that had pulled them
selves a hundred yards, ate everything like a
lawn mower as far as their necks could reach
for a hundred yards, before they succumb
and die,” said Mark Smith, owner of Eco Park
Resort near Mount St. Helens. “They have no
feet to walk on. They’re pulling themselves
along the ground.”
From what is known about hoof diseases
in domestic animals. Fish and Wildlife suspects
the elk are contracting hoof rot through wet
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soil, Mansfield said. Because of the damp soil

“I mean, even if you could successfully

in southwest Washington, elk hooves are per
petually wet, providing a comfortable environ
ment for bacteria, she said.

treat for it, the animals would go out and pick
it up again,” Toman said. “It really is frustrating
in wildlife diseases. Holy smokes, we can’t get
our hands on them, we can’t run them through
a dipping tank twice a week for the rest of their
lives, and we can’t vaccinate them because we
can’t even get our hands on a lot of the wild,

To try to prevent the spread of hoof rot.
Fish and Wildlife is asking hunters, loggers
and other visitors to clean mud off their truck
tires and boots if they’ve been in an area where
they’ve seen infected elk, Mansfield said.
In September 2014, Fish and Wildlife also
made it unlawful to transport hooves from the
site at which the animal was killed to avoid in
troducing the bacteria to new areas.
However, these measures haven’t slowed
the spread of hoof rot, Mansfield said.
According to Fish and Wildlife’s hoof
disease website, the public has observed dead
elk with hoof deformities primarily in Cowlitz,
Lewis, Wahkiakum and Skamania counties.
Concentration of hoof rot was first
seen in the Cowlitz River Valley, said Sandra
Jonker, wildlife program manager for Fish and
Wildlife’s Southwest Washington region.
Even in domestic animals, hoof rot cannot
be cured but merely managed, Jonker said.
Because the disease is hard to replicate in a lab,
no vaccine has been created. Control measures
in domestic animals, like walking them through
foot baths and keeping them out of wet areas,
are not possible in elk herds because they are
wild animals, she said.

free-ranging elk.”
As a member of the elk hoof disease
public working group, Mark Smith is a critic
of forestry practices that reduce the amount of
habitat for elk.
Smith usually feeds the elk that come to
his resort and rents cabins to people who want
to view or hunt wildlife.
In a commercial forest, timber companies
use herbicide to remove plants that compete
with their trees, he said. Therefore, fewer of
the plants elk want to consume grow.
According to a 2014 study by Andrew
Geary and Evelyn Merrill, plants that elk prefer
to eat decrease in locations where herbicide
was applied.
“So I’m not saying that it’s, T’m going to
pour chemicals on your legs and you’re going to
get hoof rot,”’ Smith said.
Rather, Smith believes forestry practices
cause elk to be malnourished.
Because elk populations are down, fewer
people are coming to Eco Park, Smith said.

PREVIOUS PAGE: According to the Washington

Department of Fish and Wildlife elk are social animals,
living in herds year round. Their gross diet requires
them to constantly be on the move, looking for more
food. The two herds in southwest Washington affected
by hoof rot are the Willapa Hills herd and the Mount
St. Helens herd, said Sandra Jonker, Fish and Wild
program manager for southwest Washington said.
BELOW LEFT: An elk grazes in the early hours of the

morning with a limp in its step and only a single antler
on its head. According to a 1980 study by T. Antony
David, deer with foot injures tended to have a smaller
or deformed antler on the opposite side of their body,
thought to help distribute weight away from the injured
hoof
BELOW RIGHT: Mark Smith, owner of Eco Park Resort

near Mount St. Helens, is a member of the elk hoof rot
working group. Smith and the group have looked at
at environmental causes such as forestry practices,
over-hunting and herbicide use that affect elk habitat.
Timber companies use herbicides to remove plants
that take up space in commercial forests, creating a
shortage of the plants elk consume, Smith said.
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“THEY HAVE NO FEET TO WALK ON. THEY’RE PULLING THEMSELVES ALONG THE GROUND.”

MARK SMITH, ELK HOOF ROT PUBLIC WORKING GROUP
*

II
f

ABOVE: The strain of hoof rot disease in southwest

Washington elk is caused by treponema bacteria,
thought to live in the soil. Hoof rot can be identified
by the hollowing out of the elk's hoof exposing the
bone, seen in this image. In some advanced cases the
hoof can fall off entirely, said Kristin Mansfield, the
veterinarian for the wildlife division of Fish and Wildlife.
According to the Washington State Veterinary Medical
Association, severely deformed or missing hooves on
the free-ranging elk of southwest Washington have
been present since the mid-iggos.
(Above left photograph courtesy of Washington Fish
and Wildlife.)

During the last elk hunting season, there were

his family relies on elk and deer for their meat.

no occupants at the park.
“People don’t want to come see sick elk,
you know?” Smith said. “The world’s sad
enough as it is.”
Steve Ness, a hunter who lives in Castle
Rock, Washington, has also seen a decrease in
elk. Fifty elk used to come at a time, hut last
year he didn’t see any until December. About
seven migrated into his fields and six were
limping, he said.
“There have been two times in the

A single elk can last his family a year.
Ness and his 16-year-old daughter both
went hunting last September but couldn’t find
an elk to shoot.
Although elk are not an endangered
species, decreased elk populations due to hoof
rot have hunters like Ness worried.
“I’m afraid that someday there won’t be
any elk around here because of it,” Ness said, ft

morning that one of the really crippled ones is
laying in the middle of my driveway.” Ness said,
“I’ll drive up, and I’m like, ‘There’s an elk right
there in the headlights.’ It tries to stand up. It
stumbles around. It’s looking at me like, ‘Don’t
make me jump this fence.’ And I’m just like, ‘I
got to go to work. Just me let me sneak past
you. >77
Elk can be a nuisance, Ness said. They
chew up his fields and destroy his fences but
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“THE STONES THAT HAVE BEEN

regained his hearing after 18 months of

original red stone that marked the space.
Visitors to the silent space can bring their own

deafness. Grateful to hear again, he decided to

red stone to exchange for the existing stone.

^ ONE SQUARE

seek a place absent of human noise.
Hempton walked along the Hoh River
Trail on the Olympic Peninsula until he could
no longer hear noise from the visitor center.

“The stones that have been at One Square
Inch of Silence are called seeds of quiet,”
Hempton said.
Noise levels at One Square Inch of Silence

GORDON HEMPTON, ACOUSTIC

Following a path 91.5 meters off the main trail
forged by Roosevelt elk, Hempton dropped a
red stone that first marked One Square Inch of
Silence.
David Forlines, one of the cultural elders
of the Quileute Tribe, gave Hempton the

measure between 24 and 27 decibels, depending on the time of year. Hempton believes One
Square Inch of Silence is the quietest place in
the U.S.
In comparison, the typical speaking voice
of a human is 60 decibels, Hempton said.

IN 2005, acoustic ecologist Gordon Hempton

INCH OF SILENCE
ARE CALLED SEEDS OF QUIET.”

ECOLOGIST
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The stones have been around the world
and taught children about the importance of
listening and stillness, Hempton said.
According to a 2003 study published in the
Oxford Journal, noise pollution affects people’s
ability to perform complex tasks, modifies
social behavior and disrupts sleep patterns.
Noise pollution can come from many
sources.
For example, vehicles traveling down the
highway produce noise pollution levels of more
than 70 decibels, Hempton said.

According to the National Parks Service,
Olympic National Park is the best-preserved
example of North America’s temperate rain
forests, which once flourished from Oregon to
Alaska. The rainforest is full of giant western
hemlocks, Douglas firs and Sitka spruces. Ferns
and moss saturate the landscape, veiling the
trees and the ground and turning the whole
forest into a patchwork of green. The ground
of the forest is covered with nurse logs, which
have fallen and become completely concealed
by ferns and moss, acting as a host to new trees.
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Hempton frequently goes out to One
Square Inch to clear his head and ask hard
questions that he has trouble solving among
the noise of civilization.
“I’ve learned I can take them to quiet and I
can be still,” Hempton said. “I can ask the quiet
questions and the quiet will answer.” C?

is a photojournaiist who has
worked on a diverse range of stories from unique
standpoints for various publications both on and
off campus.

ALEX BARTICK
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ALCOA

Every year, one of the last two aluminum-smelting corporations in
Washington releases more than 200 metric tons of toxic waste into
the air and water. The corporation has taken steps to reduce its
emissions, but its pollution still settles in the soil around us.

INTALCO ALUMINUM Corporation in Ferndale

is the No. 1 polluter in Whatcom County. After
closing briefly in 2001 because drought condi
tions in the Cascades limited hydropower from
Bonneville Dam, Intalco is operating at 80
percent capacity under new ownership. Its
current pollution level is considered safe for the

Protection Agency and years before the landmark
environmental regulations on water and air
pollution in 1970 and 1972, respectively.
Until recently, Intalco has been involved in
about 80 lawsuits with employees, local farmers
and the government over pollution and health

environment and people living nearby. However,
Intake’s past is fraught with lawsuits claiming
the pollution caused health problems and hurt
livestock.

concerns.
In the 1970s, Intake’s fluoride air pollution
reportedly caused health problems and damages
to cattle at the Bard family farm. The Bards
received nearly $80,000 in damages, according

Alcoa Intalco Works opened in 1966, four
years before the founding of the Environmental

to court documents from Paul N. Bard v. Intalco
Aluminum Corporation.

ABOVE: Alcoa Intalco Works, a primary aluminum

smelter facility located in Ferndale, Wash, is the No. 1
polluter in Whatcom County. Each year they generate
and legally release 200 metric tons of toxic waste into
the air.
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Intalco received five non-compliance viola

State Department of Ecology. Since B.A.R.T.

Intalco’s most recent non-compliance was

tions for polluting more than its legal limit in

came into effect, Intalco has successfully met
its requirements, Mitchell said.
Intalco’s air and water quality permits, which
are maintained by the Department of Ecology,
require Intalco to submit monthly reports, said
Judy Schwieters, Intalco’s permit manager at the
Department of Ecology’s industrial department.
According to Ecology’s environmental

in September 2014 involving an exceedance of
fluoride air pollution due to a faulty part used
in the emissions control system, according to a
statement from Intalco.
Intalco is currently releasing 239.3 metric
tons of waste per year, and nearly 800 kilo
grams are disposed of off-site, according to the
Environmental Protection Agency’s Toxic Release

penalties webpage, an exceedance occurs when
a plant releases more of a pollutant than its
permit allows. This can result in the plant being

Index.
Those 800 kilograms of waste are dried
into solid waste and disposed of in a landfill in

written up and fined.
“When we have an exceedance we tell
[Ecology],” Mitchell said. “We do our own in
vestigation to find out what happened. Ecology
does its investigation, and we work to fix the
problem as soon as it happens.”
Since Alcoa’s takeover, Mitchell said
emission and waste non-compliances are rare,
immediately reported to the Department of
Ecology and resolved.

Arlington, Oregon.
The aluminum smelter releases airborne
pollution including nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide, hydrochloric acid and particulate

the 1990s, according to the EPA.
In 2001, Intalco curtailed all produc
tion at the request of the Bonneville Power
Administration when it was unable to provide
enough hydropower due to drought conditions
in the Cascades, according to an email response
from Intalco. This lasted until 2002.
Intalco operates three lines of production,
and the plant has been running at 80 percent
capacity since 2011, said Raina Clark, Intalco s
public relations manager. In 2012, Alcoa signed
a contract with the BPA that guaranteed the
Ferndale plant energy supply until 2022.
The Aluminum Company of America, or
Alcoa, became the full owner of Intalco in 2006,
according to an Alcoa press release.
From then on, Alcoa began a new effort to
reduce its emission levels, said Kathryn Mitchell,
the environmental health and safety manager
at Intalco.
When Alcoa took over, employees found
three beach ravines that the plant used as waste
dumping sites until the 1980s, Mitchell said.
These sites required an extensive multi-million
dollar cleanup, which Alcoa did voluntarily, she
said. Waste contaminants at two of the sites were
completely removed and the third site capped
the remaining waste.
Intalco has reduced its greenhouse gas emis
sions 75 percent from 1990 baseline levels and
has reduced its reportable waste by 31 percent,
according to an email response from Intalco.
Another major change is that Intalco has met
the requirements of B.A.R.T., or Best Available
Retrofit Technology—an evaluation of the plant’s
pollution control systems by the Washington

TOP RIGHT: Intalco employee Richard Johnson welds

steel together for a support beam in the Intalco Plant.
From the Spring 200i Issue of the Planet. (Photograph
courtesy of Chris Goode now)
BOTTOM RIGHT: The Bonneville Dam along the

Columbia River is one of many dams under the
Bonneville Power Association that provides energy to
Intalco. In 2001 Intalco shut down when a drought in
the Cascade Mountains prevented the BPA from gener
ating enough hydropower to keep Intalco going.

matter, according to its air permit.
Most air pollutants eventually end up in the
soils, either through settling on the ground or
accumulating from rainwater, said Andrew Bach,
a soil scientist and professor of environmental
geography at Western Washington University.
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“THERE’S A PRETTY GOOD CHANCE [THE POLLUTION] WOULD MAKE IT DOWN
INTO THE GROUNDWATER SUPPLY.”
ANDREW BACH, SOIL SCIENTIST

Once that pollution settles in the soil, it
doesn’t always stay there, he said.
“We have such high precipitation rates that

The wet scrubbers catch leftover emissions
by trapping fluoride, particulates and other gases

a lot of our precipitation is flushed through, all

system, Mitchell said.
According to Intalco’s water permit through
Ecology, Intalco releases treated wastewater

the way through the soil as opposed to residing
in the soil,” Bach said. “So there’s a pretty good
chance [the pollution] would make it down into
the groundwater supply.”
To limit this pollution, Intalco uses a tech
nology called scrubbers, a filtration system used
in industrial settings. The scrubbing process
begins by using alumina — the main ingredient
in aluminum production — to bind to pollutants,
such as fluoride.
“We need fluoride in the smelting process
anyhow, so we can just recycle that fluoride back
into production,” Mitchell said.
Any other emissions are either released or
caught by the wet scrubbers, she said.
ABOVE: Stacks ofcasted aluminum, called T-bars,

sit in Intalcos shipping yard. The finished aluminum,
created in molds from molten aluminum, is delivered
to customers to be turned into various products.
(Photograph courtesy of Intalco)
ABOVE RIGHT: Intalco produces about 226,000 metric

tons of aluminum per year. Just one ton is enough
to moke 60,000 beverage cans. Additionally, once
aluminum is made it is infinitely recyclable.

in water, which then goes through a treatment

from four discharge locations on its property
into the Strait of Georgia along the Puget Sound.
The permits allow the wastewater to
contain pollutants such as particulates, fluoride,
aluminum, cyanide, benzo-pyrene, antimony,
nickel, oil and grease and fecal coliform, said
Schwieters.
“The final waste water product is safe enough
to go back into the Strait of Georgia, but it’s
not safe enough to drink,” Mitchell said. “But
neither was the original water coming in from
the Nooksack River.”
Of the remaining pollutants that are
released, some of them are likely to chemically
bind to the bed materials of the receiving body
of water, allowing them to accumulate near the
source and negatively impact the sediment,
Bach said.
According to the EPA, numerous closed
aluminum smelters accumulate pollutants such
as toxic heavy metals, qualifying these sites for
massive cleanup.

Although Intalco has a guaranteed supply of
power from the BPA until 2022, climate change
means that drought conditions in the Cascades
are likely to happen more frequently in the
future, according to a 2011 report published
by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service.
If Intalco were to close, an expensive site
cleanup could be required.
According to a Port of Portland document,
when the Reynolds Metals Company plant
in Troutdale, Oregon closed, the cleanup and
redevelopment project was estimated to cost over
$200 million from the state, Alcoa and FedEx,
which bought the property after the closure.
The only certainty in the event of Intalco’s
closure would be that the air and water nearby
would receive hundreds of metric tons less
pollution each year. C?
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Huxley College was founded in the midst of the environmental
movement of the 1960s and 1970s as one of the first environmental
colleges in the world. Students wanted a voice for the environment,
and in 1979, a student named Brian Blix took over the college
newsletter. The Huxley Humus. He renamed it The Monthly Planet,
now called The Planet.

In the 35 years since its foundation, students and faculty have built
The Planet into the award-winning publication that it is today.

A RIVER’S REVOLUTION
VIDEO BY

DANIELLA BECCARIA & BEATRICE HARPER

For 102 years, two hydroelectric dams prevented the natural flow
of the Elwha River. By late 2012, both dams had been removed,
allowing the flow of more than 21 million cubic meters of silt-like
sediment trapped behind each dam. The river had been sedimentstarved while the dams had been in place, resulting in a lack of
nutrients, immediately after the dams’ removal, the Elwha became
overwhelmed with sediment.

Today, the river has eroded half of the stored sediment and habitats
are rapidly recovering, providing a home for returning species.

THE METRIC SYSTEM
The Planet, an independent publication rooted in science, has switched to the metric measurement system because it is
widely used in scientific literature. Constantly converting from the imperial system is difficult, so see our table of common
references online at theplanetmagazine.net/metric-system.

